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Welcome Messages
Conference Chair & Presedent of the University of Qom: Dr. Asgar Dirbaz

I feel obliged to welcome all the distinguished professors, the authors of
the papers and all the participants in addition I appreciate the cooperation
from the colleagues who contribute to the formation of this important sem-
inar and thank the scientific chairman of the conference Dr. Ghanbari for
all his preparations. By attending to interdisciplinary seminars, the Uni-
versity of Qom seeks to play a role in the convergence of different areas of
knowledge, which I hope the seminar ”1st International conference on Dis-
tributed Computing and High Performance Computing (DCHPC 2018)”

will also succeed in this field. The next round of this conference and the development of the
related journals is among the areas that’s worthy of improvement to this route.

Honorary Chair: Prof. Mohamed Othman

First, it is my great pleasure to welcome and thank the distinguished
keynote speakers, committee members, authors and participants from all
over the world, who come here for exploring new concepts and exchanging
experiences and knowledge together, a few days on the First International
Conference on Distributed Computing and High Performance Computing
2018 (DCHPC 2018). Then, I’d like to congratulate the University of Qom,
TAP-A Company and the Iran Distributed Computing and Systems Society
(IDCS) for the well-attended and well-organized 1st DCHPC2018 confer-
ence, and their commendable efforts on organizing such a successful sym-
posium in this challengeable situation of Iran. To my respectful colleagues,

Professor Ramin Yahyapour, Professor Mohsen Sharifi and Professor Ordabay Sembiyev from
Germany, Iran and Kazakhstan, respectively for their initiate, continuous support and feedback
for this exciting conference. Finally, I would really appreciate the scientific chair of the con-
ference; my former Ph.D. student Doctor Shamsollah Ghanbari for his attentiveness and last -
ditch attempts throughout the whole process of the symposium.

Conference Program & Scientific Chair: Dr. Shamsollah Ghanbari

Welcome to the First International Conference on Distributed Computing
and High Performance Computing 2018 (DCHPC 2018). DCHPC2018 re-
sults from worthwhile efforts of a great number of venerable scientists and
professionals from the world. This conference addresses the crucial impor-
tance of empowering scientists and researchers to enhance their roles in
sustaining the academic society innovative, and flourishing. We plan to
hold this conference once every two years. Along these lines, we are estab-
lishing ”Iran Distributed Computing and Systems Society (IDCS)” to unite
a wider audience from the globe. Indeed, I have suggested to establish this
society two years ago. However, it would be our great pleasure to invite all

of you to join our society and conference afterward.
At the DCHPC2018 Conference, we received 90 papers from about 190 authors that submitted
their papers from around 10 countries worldwide. We assigned the submitted papers to 70 in-
ternational PC members and 50 external reviewers; we received 3 or 4 reviews for each paper.
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We accepted the papers at two different levels. At level 1, we accepted 21 papers to submit
to Springer for publishing by CCSI springer. At level 2, we accepted 18 papers that will be
published by ISC soon.
DCHPC2018 involved a great number of researchers. Now it is time to appreciate all people who
helped us during the aggregate action. Said, the DCHPC symposium would not have been an
achievement without supports from the University of Qom, and innovative association of TAP-A
Company. There are too many people who deserve my gratitude. I would like to appreciate
the scientific committee members, reviewers, and some trusted external referees, session chairs,
authors, executive committee, and attendants for their contribution to DCHPC2018. I gratitude
cooperation of Prof. Mohamed Othman the honorary chair of DCHPC2018, during all proce-
dures of the conference. I would also appreciate Dr. Dirbaz the president of the university of
Qom, for his warm association. I would express my sincere gratitude to keynote speakers: Prof.
Rajkumar Buyya, Prof. Debasish Ghose, Prof. Ayaz Isazadeh, and Prof. Shamala Subrananiam
for their enlightening presentation, and their efforts and time that have taken to speak at our
conference. We owe them a special vote of thanks for being here. I also sincerely thank Prof.
Sharifi, Dr. Farahani, Dr. Mojtaba Kazemi, Prof. Beheshti, Dr. Karimi, Dr. Rezaei, Dr. Neda
Mashhadi, Dr. Zhanat Umarova, and Dr. Mohamadi for their cooperation.

I would like to thank volunteer efforts of my respectful students: Saeid Safaei for maintain-
ing the symposium website (http://www.iahpc.ir/International Conference), Farhad Hosseini,
Hossein Ahmadi, and Mohamed Purbafrani for their sincere and helpful support. It is an abso-
lute honour to thank my distinguished colleague, Maryam Khosrokhani the CEO of the TAP - A
Company for her enthusiastic and heartfelt support. It gives me a great pleasure that scientists
come together to share ideas so we can arrange and construct a better future and plan, some
innovative strategies for the next generation of researchers and scientists, considering differences
of cultures to make some profound changes. We hope that the attendants enjoy the 1st Interna-
tional conference program of the DCHPC2018 in Qom, Iran.

Conference Scientific Chair: Prof. Mohsen Sharifi

The First International Conference on Distributed Computing and High
Performance Computing 2018 (DCHPC 2018) is held in Iran with the out-
most support of our expert colleagues in the Iranian Distributed Computing
and Systems (IDCS) society, wherein scientists, researchers and industrial
partners present their latest experiences and the cutting edge technologies
in the field of DCHPC. We hope this occasion provides an international
forum to exchange new ideas in the community of DCHPC conferences
worldwide, and that it will continue to be held annually. The conference

program includes numerous sections on major and challenging pre-defined topics of interest in
the HPC community worldwide, chaired by well-recognized researchers.
I take great pride in welcoming all conference participants to share and improve our knowledge
in the diverse fields of DCHPC science and technologies.
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Conference Co-organizer& Program Co-Chair: Mrs. Maryam Khosrokhani

TAP-A Company undertakes continuing and expert workshops, semi-
nars, and conferences regarding business, marketing, engineering, and en-
trepreneurship in Qom, Iran. I hope our team continue hosting similar
events and conferences as a platform for sharing innovative thoughts, gath-
ering scientists from different cultures, and finding new pathways to the at-
tendants to discuss scientific issues from now on. It would be approachable
to see this interdisciplinary company grow increasingly. This symposium
was a valuable experience, a fruitful and amazing experience for our team in
spite of the challengeable situation of our country during this period. Com-

monly, organising a first-rate and outstanding conference, needs to accomplish some strategies
that moves onward a rigorous procedure, so the conference involved many people to manage the
process. I start my appreciation with thanking God and praise Him; words are really powerless
to thank Him for all the unimaginable things that He has done. I would also love to appreciate
keynote speakers, committee members, authors, and all distinguished guests and participants.
I would like to gratitude them very much for their brilliant cooperation that concluded with
holding a breath-taking and stimulating event successfully. At last, I would like to express my
truthfully praise to Dr. Shamsollah Ghanbari - the scientific chair of the conference and also the
founder of ”Iran Distributed Computing and Systems Society” - regarding his monumental and
painstaking attempts for organizing this symposium throughout the task.
Truly, DCHPC2018 stimulated us towards launching an experience, which occurs once every two
years. We hope to receive your cooperation for the upcoming periods too.
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Keynote speakers
Prof. Rajkumar Buyya
Director, Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Lab
The University of Melbourne, Australia
CEO, Manjrasoft Pvt Ltd, Melbourne, Australia

Dr. Rajkumar Buyya is a Redmond Barry Distinguished Professor and Di-
rector of the Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Lab-
oratory at the University of Melbourne, Australia. He is also serving as
the founding CEO of Manjrasoft, a spin-off company of the University,
commercializing its innovations in Cloud Computing. He served as a Fu-
ture Fellow of the Australian Research Council during 2012-2016. He has
authored over 625 publications and seven text books including ”Master-
ing Cloud Computing” published by McGraw Hill, China Machine Press,
and Morgan Kaufmann for Indian, Chinese and international markets re-
spectively. He is one of the highly cited authors in computer science and

software engineering worldwide (h-index=119, g-index=255, 74,000+ citations). Dr. Buyya is
recognized as a ”Web of Science Highly Cited Researcher” in both 2016 and 2017 by Thomson
Reuters, a Fellow of IEEE, and Scopus Researcher of the Year 2017 with Excellence in Innovative
Research Award by Elsevier for his outstanding contributions to Cloud computing.
Software technologies for Grid and Cloud computing developed under Dr. Buyya’s leadership
have gained rapid acceptance and are in use at several academic institutions and commercial
enterprises in 40 countries around the world. Dr. Buyya has led the establishment and develop-
ment of key community activities, including serving as foundation Chair of the IEEE Technical
Committee on Scalable Computing and five IEEE/ACM conferences. These contributions and
international research leadership of Dr. Buyya are recognized through the award of ”2009 IEEE
Medal for Excellence in Scalable Computing” from the IEEE Computer Society TCSC. Man-
jrasoft’s Aneka Cloud technology developed under his leadership has received ”2010 Frost &
Sullivan New Product Innovation Award”. Recently, He served as the founding Editor-in-Chief
of the IEEE Transactions on Cloud Computing. He is currently serving as Co-Editor-in-Chief
of Journal of Software: Practice and Experience, which was established over 45 years ago. For
further information on Dr.Buyya, please visit his cyberhome: www.buyya.com.

Title: New Frontiers in Cloud Computing for Big Data and Internet-of-Things (IoT) Appli-
cations

Abstract
Computing is being transformed to a model consisting of services that are commoditised and
delivered in a manner similar to utilities such as water, electricity, gas, and telephony. Several
computing paradigms have promised to deliver this utility computing vision. Cloud computing
has emerged as one of the buzzwords in the IT industry and turned the vision of ”computing
utilities” into a reality. Clouds deliver infrastructure, platform, and software (application) as
services, which are made available as subscription-based services in a pay-as-you-go model to
consumers. Cloud application platforms need to offer (1) APIs and tools for rapid creation of
elastic applications and (2) a runtime system for deployment of applications on geographically
distributed computing infrastructure in a seamless manner.
The Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm enables seamless integration of cyber-and-physical worlds
and opening up opportunities for creating new class of applications for domains such as smart
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cities. The emerging Fog computing is extending Cloud computing paradigm to edge resources
for latency sensitive IoT applications.
This keynote presentation will cover (a) 21st century vision of computing and identifies vari-
ous IT paradigms promising to deliver the vision of computing utilities; (b) opportunities and
challenges for utility and market-oriented Cloud computing, (c) innovative architecture for cre-
ating market-oriented and elastic Clouds by harnessing virtualisation technologies; (d) Aneka, a
Cloud Application Platform, for rapid development of Cloud/Big Data applications and their de-
ployment on private/public Clouds with resource provisioning driven by SLAs; (e) experimental
results on deploying Cloud and Big Data/Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications in engineering,
and health care, satellite image processing, and smart cities on elastic Clouds; and (f) directions
for delivering our 21st century vision along with pathways for future research in Cloud and Fog
computing.
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Keynote speakers
Professor Debasish Ghose
Department of Aerospace Engineering
Indian Institute of Science
Bangalore, India

Debasish Ghose is a professor in the Department of Aerospace Engineering,
at the Indian Institute of Science, which is the highest ranked university
in India. His research interests are in aerospace guidance and control,
distributed computing algorithms, multi-agent systems, and UAV applica-
tions. He has published more than 300 papers in journals and conferences
and graduated nearly 30 PhD students on these topics. He has authored
two books – one on distributed computing (published by IEEE Computer
Society Press and John Wiley) and the other on swarm intelligence algo-
rithms (published by Springer). He is, or has been, on the editorial boards
of several journals, the main among which are the IEEE Transactions on

Automation Science and Engineering, IEEE Transactions on Systems Man and Cybernetics, and
IEEE Transactions on Aerospace Electronics and Systems. In the past he has been a visiting
faculty at various universities such as the University of California at Los Angeles. He is an as-
sociate fellow of American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and a fellow of the Indian
National Academy of Engineering.

Title:Distributed Computing on UAV Swarms: A Step Towards Autonomy

Abstract
A critical class of useful applications for surveillance, environment monitoring, automated agri-
culture, dealing with natural disasters, automated construction, etc., involve unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) or drones which need to operate in swarms in order to be effective. However,
till date such large swarms of UAVs are effective only when they are remotely controlled by a
centralized ground or aerial platform which does all the computing and decision-making. This
aspect makes such systems dependent on an external controller and cannot be termed as au-
tonomous. Autonomy demands that these systems should operate independent of any external
decision-making entity which, in turn, would require each UAV in the swarm to be able to behave
intelligently in sharing information with other UAVs in the swarm and acting upon the infor-
mation received from them in a coordinated fashion. At first sight, this requires an enormous
amount of computing power, a reliable communication system, and intelligent decision-making
software, at each drone. However, using the concept of distributed computing, it may not al-
ways be necessary to do all kinds of computation by each drone but rather share the combined
computing resources of the swarm in an intelligent manner such that in addition to the standard
distributed computing carried out by each swarm member they can also share their resources
to carry out compute-intensive tasks. We will illustrate this critical class of applications, and
the crucial role of the distributed computing paradigm, with two real-life examples based on
ongoing research. The first application involves UAV swarms for dealing with natural disasters
like floods which, on completion, will be implemented as a complete system in UK and India.
The second application is related to an international challenge where the swarm of drones, in
conjunction, with unmanned ground vehicles, will execute a series of tasks in which a flying
object is tracked and acquired, construction of a wall, and fire-fighting in multi-level buildings
by swarms of drones.
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Keynote speakers
Professor Ayaz Isazadeh
Professor of Computer Science, University of Tabriz

Professor Ayaz Isazadeh is the founding faculty member of Computer
Science Department, at University of Tabriz. He received a B.Sc. degree in
Mathematics from University of Tabriz, Iran, in 1971, an M.S.Eng. degree
in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science from Princeton University,
USA, in 1978, and a Ph.D. degree in Computing and Information Science
from Queen’s University, Canada, in 1996. Before returning to graduate
school in 1992, he worked with Bell Laboratories, USA, for over 8 years, on
various software systems design and development.

Prof. Isazadeh has served as the chair and honorary chair of numerous national and international
conferences and spent the academic year 2012-2013, as a Visiting Professor, in Middle East Tech-
nical University at Northern Cyprus. His research interests have been in software engineering,
software architecture, and software structural evolution, on which he has published over 100 pa-
pers in national and international journals and conference proceedings. Prof. Isazadeh’s recent
and current interest, however, is in Science of Intelligence. Specifically, he likes investigating
the way neuroscience inspires AI researches and, in the words of Demis Hassabis, the founder
of Google’s AI Powerhouse DeepMind, how distilling intelligence into an algorithmic construct
could yield insights into some of the deepest and most enduring mysteries of mind.
Prof. Isazadeh is a member of Computer Society of Iran, a Senior Member of IEEE, and listed
in Software Engineering Genealogy, as well as the Mathematics Genealogy.

Title: Dawn of The Light Age A Philosophical Perspective on Computing and Communica-
tion Technologies.

Abstract
In the development of human societies, very soon we discovered the significance of “data” in
our daily lives. We realized that we need accurate on time data for almost any sound decision
we make. And so, we started collecting data. The amount of data, however, became too much
to be useful. Processing data, we extracted useful information; processing further, we reached
to knowledge. Still not satisfying human desire and ambition, we are now after wisdom and
intelligence. What have been and, more importantly, what will be the role of computing and
information technologies in this trend. What is really special about our time and age? Are we
still living in the so-called information age? Computer science and engineering, together with
all IT technologies and infrastructures have been serving as methods, techniques and tools to
improve the way we do things in our daily lives. Are they still just a bunch of tools? These are
the questions that I would like to discuss in my Plenary Speech. I believe the computing and
information technologies are no longer just a bunch of tools. They bring about transparency,
clarity and honesty, as the outcome of free flow of information and knowledge in the entire world.
Following this line of thought, within our computer society in University of Tabriz, a set of what
we call Fundamental Principles of CS Culture has taken shape, as follows: Declaration of CS
Culture In the name of God, the light
1) Light: With open minds and enlightened hearts, we are crystal clear on our all aligned
thoughts, emotions, words, and actions.
2) Honesty: Starting with open minds and enlightened hearts, we live honestly. Honesty in all
aspects is our way of life.
3) Love: Passionately in love with our work and our society, all we do is with love and for love.
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There is no room for hatred in our lives.
4) Dynamism: Our dynamic thoughts in study, research and all other daily activities are con-
tinuously leading our society towards progress and perfection.
5) Identity: Proud of what and who we are, enthusiastically we support and share the feelings
of each other in happiness and sorrow. We are proud of our integrity.
6) Work: In every stage of our lives, we have goals and processes to achieve them. We all like
achieving our goals, but we love the process; we enjoy and live the process.
7) Courage: There is no room for lie, duplicity, deception, perversion, and hatred in our culture.
Dynamically thinking, proudly supporting each other, and passionately in love with the processes
of our daily activities, we have nothing to fear.
Bravery is, indeed, a natural characteristic of our culture.
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Keynote speakers
Professor Dato’ Dr. Shamala Subramaniam
Department of Communication Technology and Networks, Faculty of Computer Science and In-
formation Technology, Universiti Putra Malaysia, 43400 Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia
Sports Academy, Universiti Putra Malaysia, 43400 Serdang, Selangor, Malaysia

Professor Dato’ Dr Shamala Subramaniam is a Professor in the Depart-
ment of Communication Technology and Networks, Faculty of Computer
Science and Information Technology, Universiti Putra Malaysia. Presently
she also serves as the Director of the Sports Academy, Universiti Putra
Malaysia. She serves as the Chairman for Ph.D. and Master’s Thesis Su-
pervisory Committee. She a high number of cited publications in reputed
high impact and indexed journals. She has authored Chapter (s) in book
and lecture series. She has been recognized as a Member of Editorial Advi-

sory Board in national and international journals. She addresses key note in several national and
international forums. Parallel to her academic pursuit she has displayed outstanding achieve-
ments in the field of sports. She is a Vice President of the Olympic Council of Malaysia, a board
member of the Malaysian National Sports Council, Deputy President of the Malaysian Hockey
Confederation and an Executive Member of the Asian Hockey Federation

Title:Performance Modelling Strategies for an Evolving Wireless Networks

Abstract
The correlation between a research domain and the performance analysis strategies are indeed
significant and of high impact. The realization of an idea is largely attributed to the ability
of a researcher to deploy strategies to evaluate and gauge the actual performance of this idea.
The field of computer networks encompasses a fundamental platform of governance for com-
plementary embedded areas of research. The graceful evolution and co-existence of networks
from wired to wireless has also seen a tremendous impact on performance analysis strategies
that are developed and deployed. Performance analysis strategies which has dominantly focused
on measurement, analytical and simulation are constantly being enhanced and elevated to meet
the evolving research areas. The wide spectrum of research areas are imposing multiple pre-
requisites in developing the performance modeling strategies. This includes the abstractions of
systems and their respective mapping to performance analysis methods such as Discrete Event
Simulation, the attributes of components, the coherence of the multiple layers relevant to the
domain, mobility preferences and other elements. The performance analysis strategies need to
engage into depicting these evolving features and strategies to represent them must always be
pursued.
This talk will discuss these strategies in more detail and introduce some of the technologies being
developed to address them.
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This research was carried out using the bibliometric method to
thematically analyze the articles on IoT in the Web of Science.
The analysis results revealed that the scientific literature pub-
lished on IoT had grown exponentially. The articles on IoT were
mainly published in English mostly by researchers from the Peo-
ple’s Republic of China (PRC). After analyzing the themes of the
documents, the resulting concepts were classified into twelve clus-
ters. Next, the thematic map of these concepts was prepared and
analyzed to identify the hidden relationships and the significant
themes in this area.

Conclusion

This article analysis IoT articles that have been indexed since 2002 in the WOS database.
The scientific production about IoT in WOS has displayed an ascending growth except for the
year 2008. The growth of the articles on this topic has been accelerated particularly in recent
years. In terms of country, the People’s Republic of China, the United States, South Korea,
Spain, and England had the highest number of articles. In terms of language, more than 97% of
the articles are written in English and in terms of the field of study, most articles were published
in the fields of telecommunications, computer science, and electrical engineering.
The core topics of IoT are wireless sensor networks, RFID, security and cloud computing.The
clustering procedure conducted in this research showed us how to use the bibliographic databases
such as the WOS database to not only search and retrieve the documents in proportion to the
information needs and but also attain other goals. After analyzing the subjects associated with
the documents (the descriptors), a wide range of scattered data was classified into twelve clusters.
the analysis of the clusters indicated that the most important topic on IoT was the Wireless
Sensor Networks.
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Job scheduling is undoubtedly one of the most problematic the-
oretical controversies in the area of cloud computing. The exist-
ing scheduling methods attempt to consider only a few criteria of
scheduling without covering other effective criteria. Since, cloud
computing faces a large scale resource for allocating to a large
number of jobs, due to optimize the users requirements, there-
fore, a suitable cloud-based job scheduling method must satisfy a
wide range of criteria. In addition in cloud computing, the jobs
come with different priorities. Thus, in cloud environment a suit-
able job scheduling algorithm should be able to combine several
priorities. This paper appoints a new multi-criteria priority-aware
job scheduling algorithm in cloud computing. Experimental out-
come indicate that the proposed method is able to consider diverse
criteria of scheduling.

Conclusion

This paper presented a multi-criteria priority-aware job scheduling algorithm which is useful
for cloud based environment. The proposed method is able to combine diverse criteria in order
to find the best solution in cloud scheduling. We tested the proposed method in the CloudSim
environment toolkit. The simulated results indicated that the proposed method has the ability
to provide the best solution. We have also illustrated that in this paper our proposed method
has a reasonable complexity of computation while the complexity of computation is n2.81 in
the worst case. In addition, the proposed method can manage the priority of jobs for assigning
the resources. As a future work we have a plan to use Fuzzy-AHP in order to complement the
accuracy of the proposed method.
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Calculation of the selectivity characteristics of membrane separa-
tion of mixtures, based on the basic physic-chemical characteris-
tics of the solution, permeate and retente, is a complex task due
to a large number of influencing factors. In order to solve this
problem, a probabilistic approach is used for the theoretical es-
timation of the selectivity of ultrafiltration membranes, in which
the mechanism of the separation process differs substantially from
the mechanism of separation in nanomembranes. Estimates of the
selectivity of nanofiltration membranes for individual ions were
obtained.

Conclusion

The paper proposed an approach to modeling the separation process based on the concept of
generalized Brownian motion of particles of mixture ingredients by varying the exponent . Thus,
it becomes possible to correctly describe the most important feature of the flow of the components
that are separated in the membrane, namely, the change in its statistical characteristics during
the mixing process, and the characteristic time acquires the meaning of the relaxation time.The
model predicts an increase in the effective diffusion coefficient in time, along with a shift in
the effective separation zone in the membrane. The results of the calculations are in general
qualitatively in agreement with the well-known laws of ultrafiltration and experimental data.
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This paper discusses the load distribution in asynchronous net-
works by the distribution method of the channel resources of the
ATM network to calculate the statistical parameters that char-
acterize the quality of service for the transmission of information
traffic through circuit switching and packet switching.

Conclusion

Summing up the problem of optimal finding of statistical parameters of the quality of ATM
network service, we can draw the following conclusion. Firstly, a lot of the studies studied
consider this problem only for local fragments thereof without taking into account the situation
on other sections of the network, in connection with which it is not possible to obtain optimal
functioning of the entire ATM network as a whole. Secondly, many authors use a centralized
method to solve this problem, the drawbacks of which were noted above. Thirdly, in most of
the works listed above, the methods for calculating the statistical parameters of the quality of
ATM network service did not take into account the use of bypass directions of information flows,
which ultimately leads to an ineffective functioning of the ATM network. And, finally, in the
fourth place, in those studies where workarounds for transferring loads to the calculation of
optimal ATM network characteristics were considered, they were carried out not by analytical
methods but by approximate methods, and despite a sufficiently high degree of approximation of
these calculation methods, they still distort real estimates of the quality of network maintenance
connection.
Thus, the method of forming the node load of the circuit switching subnetwork is presented and
a system of equations is obtained whose solution determines the value of the node load relative
to the probability of losses on the communication channels and the uniqueness of the solution of
this problem is proved.
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In our work an attempt is made to eliminate the contradiction
of the Smoluchowski equation and to implement a program for
building a more perfect model by modifying the type itself of
the kinetic equation of aggregation, with taking into account the
relaxation times.

Conclusion

The subsequent analysis of the obtained non-local equations and the study of the behavior of
solutions of different orders can be also aimed at generalization of the proposed approach for the
analysis of aggregation processes in heterogeneous dispersed systems, involving the creation of
aggregation models, taking into account both time and space non-locality.Thus, we come to an
unexpected conclusion: the characteristic initial time, during which the system ”forgets” about
its background, is estimated as information, contained in the background with an estimate of
probability of the influence of relaxation times of the order . This confirms the deep relationship
between the relaxation nuclei methodology and the analogue of the information entropy of the
system.
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Cloud computing is developing and spreading very quickly. One of the
most important issues among cloud service providers is efficient resource
allocation.The automatic resource allocation to the workloads is another
concern for cloud service providers. Current approaches in infrastruc-
ture as a service (IaaS) that use three separate resource management
(compute, storage and network resource management) are not capable
of responding to applications and multimedia services that need a guar-
anteed quality of services. Some applications and end-to-end quality of
services, depend on the performance of compute, network and storage
resources, therefore these resources must be controlled and managed al-
together. In this research, we first describe available architectures that
integrate and manage heterogeneous resources. Then, we propose a
software-defined infrastructure (SDI) management and control system
(MCS) architecture that integrates IaaS resource management based on
the performance, integrated resource management, support from het-
erogeneous sources, overhead reduction and automatic allocation of re-
sources regarding the workload criteria. We use Analytic Hierarchy Pro-
cess (AHP) to analyze the architectures based on the mentioned criteria.
The results obtained from the AHP shows that the proposed architecture
is of higher priority than others.

Conclusion

Integrated resource management could prepare dynamic resource allocation to the workloads
based on their requirements. In this paper, we first discussed two architectures, SDI RMS and
SDE, and then we compared them. In the following, we proposed SDI MCS, which was able to
integrate the control and management of all the infrastructure heterogeneous resources. This
system receives all the events and information from the compute, storage and network controllers
and allocate resources to the workloads based on the predefined policies and patterns. The
resource controllers communicate with the system through southbound interfaces. It also has a
pool of heterogeneous resources and allocate them to the workloads through northbound APIs.
A unified data center platform provides automation, flexibility, and efficiency. Its capabilities
include high performance, scalability, heterogeneous resource integration, resource allocation to
the workloads based on the programmable infrastructure and optimally resource consumption.
For Evaluating the SDI MCS and comparing it with SDI RMS and SDE, we used AHP. The
results achieved from Expert Choice show that SDI MCS has a higher weight than SDI RMS
and SDE.
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In high performance algorithms and optimization problems, it is
in high demand to find a method which can rapidly process the
problem space and find the best solutions. An approach to get
this target is placed on using swarm intelligence algorithms; these
algorithms engage a population of simple agents to communicate
locally with one another and with their surroundings. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel approach which is based on combining
the characteristics of the two algorithms: Cat Swarm Optimiza-
tion (CSO) and the Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA).
Experimental results show that the convergence ratio of our hy-
brid SFLA-CSO algorithm is almost five times higher than that
of CSO and seven times higher than the convergence ratio of the
standard SFLA algorithm. The obtained results also revealed that
the hybrid method not only speeds up the convergence speed sig-
nificantly, but it also reduces the error rate.

Conclusion

In this research, we proposed a novel hybrid algorithm based on the shuffled frog leaping
algorithm (SFLA) and cat swarm optimization (CSO) so-called Hybrid SFLA-CSO. The experi-
mental results show that the hybrid proposed method needs almost five times fewer iterations to
converge, compared to the iterations required for the standard CSO algorithm. Also, the hybrid
proposed method needs almost seven times fewer iterations to converge compared to the itera-
tions required for the standard SFLA algorithm. Moreover, experimental results show that the
Hybrid SFLA-CSO proposed method reduces the error rate as well. As a result, in the Hybrid
SFLA-CSO algorithm the particles can move faster towards a global optimum with enduring
less error. Therefore, the results prove the characteristics of a high performance computation
such as iteration decreasing by early convergence and error reduction. We are going to expand
an appropriate version of Hybrid SFLA-CSO for solving some applied engineering problems and
report the results in the near future. Moreover, each one of the frogs in SFLA can be executed
in parallel which is promising in distributed platforms.
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In broadband wireless communications, one of the main problems
facing it is the limited availability of the spectrum needed to pro-
vide high-speed telecommunications services at anytime and any-
where, since all radio frequencies are being reserved for different
communications systems. Accordingly, cognitive radio network
(CRN) proposal was proposed to solve the problem of limited
spectrum by enhancing the overall spectrum utilization and pro-
vide adequate spectrum for broadband wireless communications.
Despite the different methods of protection used in CRNs, they
may be exposed to external attacks and to provide security, we
will have a high-security protocol analysis using BAN logic. BAN
logic is used to analysis the protocol that using to authentica-
tion, In this paper, we offer the highest protection in the contact
against various attacks. We are using authentication of ElGamal
algorithm and analysis via BAN logic to show if it is achieving the
authentication and secure communication to be used in CRN.

Conclusion

This paper proposes a security protocol for mutual authentication in cognitive radio networks,
which are performing exchanged authentication between the sender and recipient, and then the
data is encrypted and sent securely decrypted by the recipient and to ensure the authenticity of
the work of the Protocol and the integrity of the data from the various attacks on the network.
We analyzed the protocol using BAN logic which has proved that he did not prevent the attacks
only, but achieved the best performance of the system.
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The Modularization techniques are used to extract the software
structure to understand it. These techniques attempt to partition
a software system from artifact dependency graph (ADG), which
extracted from the source code. In software systems, an artifact
can be everything such as a class, a function, or a file. Because of
the NP-hardness of modularizing an artifact dependency graph,
in the literature, evolutionary and search-based algorithms such
as genetic algorithms are recently exploited. Although these al-
gorithms are often able to achieve an appropriate structure for
software, they are not applicable in modularizing large-scale soft-
ware systems due to their very high space consumption and exe-
cution time. Also, these algorithms overlook the available knowl-
edge in an ADG for Modularization. This paper presents a simple
and efficient new graph-based modularization algorithm, named
GMA, and a new distance measurement to modularize large-scale
software systems. The distance measure proposed in this paper
enables the GMA to exploit the available knowledge in an ADG.
To show the applicability and validity of the proposed algorithm,
a large-scale case study namely Mozilla Firefox, is used. The re-
sults demonstrate that GMA is able to modularize better than
evolutionary algorithms.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new graph-based algorithm for software modularization, taking
into account the property of software graphs. Due to its simplicity and speed, it can be used in
modularization of large-scale software. Also, this algorithm can be used to divide a source code
into sub codes for distribution on distributed or parallel systems. To compare the applicability
and validity of our approach, we need to consider the most validate clustering algorithms. To
do so, six search-based algorithms are taken to account. Bunch, DAGC, ECA, MCA, NAHC,
and SHC are the best search-based clustering algorithms considered to compare. The MoJoFM
values computed for the above algorithms of the first 10 folders of Mozilla Firefox. Results of
the comparison show that GMA proposed in this paper is better than all algorithms in all cases,
e.g. in the case of “extension” folder that has 179 artifacts, the values of MoJoFM for other
algorithms are varied from 22.16% to 58.68%; but for GMA is 88.62%.
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An effective approach to reducing energy consumption in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) is to make use of cooperative commu-
nications between nodes. In this method of communication, all
nodes contribute to the transmission of data as a sender and nodes
may transmit their data through relay nodes instead of sending it
directly to the receiver. In this paper, with the goal of reducing
energy consumption, two wasted energy is considered, including
the power consumption in data transfer between any given pair
of nodes in the network, and the same for end-to-end data trans-
fer. In practice, the problem can be modeled as an optimization
problem, however, the finding the solution for this problem need
large resources such as memory and processing unit. We propose
a multi-objective genetic algorithm to solve this problem, in which
the per-hop power consumption is balanced with the end-to-end
consumption using the Pareto analysis. The simulations show the
proposed method offers acceptable results with those from the
optimization model in a much shorter time.

Conclusion

In this study, the cooperative communication was examined as an approach to reduce power
consumption in WSNs. This paper focused on two consumed energy in a network including per
hop and end-to-end energy consumption. A multi objective genetic algorithm are employed to
balance these energy in a network and consequently WSN lifetime. The simulation results show
that the outcomes of the proposed approach is in middle of SC-opt and AC-opt approaches.
Particularly in case of a low PER, energy consumption can be reduced by up to 65% by using
cooperative instead of direct communication. It was also demonstrated that the optimal route
from a source to a sink is a combination of direct and cooperative communications.
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Nowadays, multiprocessor systems are widely used in parallel com-
puting. Considering the optimal use of existing computing sys-
tems, scheduling on parallel systems has great importance. The
scheduling of task graph onto processors is considered to be the
most crucial NP-complete problem, hence in the literature, many
attempts were made to find a nearly optimal scheduling using ge-
netic algorithm. The performance of genetic algorithm is largely
influenced by its chromosomal representation. The chromosomal
structural used in the existing genetic algorithms does not al-
low them to scan the solution space entirely. Therefore, often,
these algorithms cannot produce the appropriate scheduling. For
overcome this constraint, this paper presents a new method for
constructing chromosomal representation. Our approach, called
GAHP, concerning the scheduling problem includes three stages:
ranking, clustering and clusters scheduling; where the clusters are
scheduled by genetic algorithm. To improve the performance of
the proposed GA, it is equipped with three heuristic principles
namely reuse idle time, critical path and their combination, aim-
ing to reduce the communication overhead. On standard bench-
marks, the developed GA always outperforms the existing algo-
rithms.

Conclusion

Task graph scheduling problem is an NP-Hard problem; so this paper presents an enhanced
genetic algorithm which is always outperforming the existing algorithms. To improve the perfor-
mance of the proposed genetic algorithm, three heuristics named critical path, idle reuse time,
and combining them, have been added to it.The results of the tests over three benchmarks with
a different number of processors show that the combination GAHP+ CP+ RIT has a shorter
completion time than the existing algorithms. Therefore, this combination is selected to compare
the existing algorithms. In all the cases tested except one, the proposed method has a shorter
completion time compared with other methods. In further research, we are going to add many
heuristics such as task duplication and normal heuristics to the algorithm, and evaluate different
combinations over many different benchmarks.
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The aim of this paper is to develop a real time decision alignment
based on Internet of Things (IoT). This paper presents a dynamic
framework for supply chain performance management (SCPM) by
adaptive approach. First, improving the SCPM by aligning differ-
ent decision levels in the integrated process of transforming strate-
gies into operational programs. Second, improving the SCPM by
using feedback-based decision making. The presented framework
is based on change detection, event driven planning and dynamic
decision alignment. In this study, decisions are categorized into
two levels, namely, a Decision Making Based Process (DMBP)
and decision support system (DSS) based decisions due to their
nature. This dynamic solution comprises strategic decisions, op-
erational deci-sions and two decision levels alignment, where a
DMBP for high level and DSS for low level is pro-posed. By using
SCOR model, all of the metrics would be integrated. To develop
this framework, we employ the concepts of supply chain manage-
ment (SCM), SCPM, strategic design approach, multi objective
techniques and SCOR.

Conclusion

This study presents a comprehensive framework for continuous SC performance improvement
using a dynamic alignment of strategic and operational decisions. As a result, the proposed
frame-work provides the following features and capabilities.
• Considering qualitative and quantitative parameters of planning simultaneously.
• Being dynamic, adaptive, and acting based on the latest events, which lead to continuous
im-provement.
• Integrity and alignment of decisions with the below details.

√Alignment of decisions at all levels.
√Alignment of decisions on all parties of SCs.
√Alignment of decisions on all flows in SC (material flow, financial flow and information flow).
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Cloud computing has become an important alternative for solving
big data processing in science, engineering, and analytics. Nowa-
days cloud service providers usually offer users virtual machine
with various combinations of configurations and prices. As each
user have different circumstance, the problem of choosing the cost-
minimized combination under a deadline constraint as well as
user’s preference and priorities is becoming more complex. Such
scheduling policies are known as market-oriented scheduling poli-
cies. This paper is concerned with the investigation of adapting
user’s preference policies for scheduling real-time divisible loads
in a cloud computing environment. The workload allocation ap-
proach used in this research is using Divisible Load Theory (DLT).
The proposed algorithm aggregates resources into groups and op-
timally distribute the fractions of load to the available resources
according to user’s preference. The proposed algorithm was eval-
uated by simulation experiments and compared with the base-
line approach, namely identically process load fractions in uni-
form manner (equal partitioning). The result obtained from the
proposed algorithm reveals that a significant reduction in compu-
tation cost can be attained when the user’s preferences are low
priority.

Conclusion

In this paper, we developed an optimal scheduling of real-time divisible load on heterogeneous
cloud environment. The problem of choosing the cost-minimized resource combination as well as
user’s budgets-constraint has been considered. Worker selection strategy and user cost priority
option has been presented. The experimental results suggest that the proposed algorithms can
significantly benefit users under different circumstances. Future work could consider improving
the scalability of the proposed algorithms, and the evaluation might be extended with more
extensive settings.
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As the population of the world is growing, so is urbanization. Be-
side many challenges that urban cities have to face, one of them
is increasing traffic. Unfortunately in developing countries, like
Pakistan for example, the traffic management infrastructure does
not scale accordingly. This leads to two types of problems: con-
gestion and long queues at traffic signals. This makes it difficult
for emergency vehicles (EV) such as ambulances and fire trucks
to reach their destination on time. Therefore, we have developed
an intelligent path clearance system for emergency vehicles. Our
particular focus is on long queues at traffic signals. Given the
GPS coordinates of an EV, a destination, a map, and the traffic
light grid system, our system provides a signal free corridor to the
priority vehicle by automatically manipulating traffic signals that
fall in its path using cloud computing. The idea is to clear the
path of the vehicle, and let the already queued traffic through.
Our intelligent path clearance system also makes decision based
on the time of the day, and current traffic conditions in real time
using Google Traffic. In case of multiple options, it also calculates
the shortest path to the destination.

Conclusion

This paper proposed an intelligent path clearance system for ambulances in order to facilitate
them to reach their destination in an adequate amount of time. This is achieved by manipulating
traffic signals using cloud computing in order to let the EV navigate without any hindrance.
Although different solutions have been proposed, none of them cater to pre-arrival lane clearance.
We tested the proposed model in real time, and simulated settings. The results indicated that
the system worked well in almost all situations, that is, only those signals that fell in the path
were manipulated, and if the signals did fall on the path, they changed accordingly when an EV
approached them. This accuracy of our proposed system is 98%.
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The deployment of relay nodes is a promising approach to improve
the coverage of traditional device-to-device (D2D) communica-
tion. Devices with poor D2D connectivity could find a relay node
for data transmission which improves the transmission capacity
of the network. In this paper, we revisit existing transmission
capacity analysis of relay-assisted D2D communication. Specifi-
cally, we give computable expressions for the relay gains in the
underlay and overlay modes with special cases and examples.

Conclusion

This paper presents analytical derivations for the transmission capacity (TC) gain that can
be achieved by D2D communication assisted by relay nodes. We show that these gains could
be reduced to mathematically computable expressions which could be useful during network
planning and design. To achieve an optimal network performance, the relay nodes’ density has
to be given proper considerations. This is because they may cause harmful interference to the
network as their density increases after the peak TC performance. This paper thus, revisits
two existing models in literature and specifically contributes to this area by showing practical
examples of how the TC gains of relay-assisted half-duplex D2D communication can be computed.
This was also illustrated using an analytical plot. In order to achieve this aim, a simplification
of the TC gain was provided with special cases. Future work can extend the derivations in this
paper to the case where devices can transmit either through relay nodes or the direct link. Energy
harvesting models could also be considered in future work to increase the TC of relay-assisted
D2D communication.
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The advent of smart new technologies, smart mobile connections
and online services has a great impact on all aspects our life and
activities. Also this advancement has many impacts on the world
around us. Today, libraries and library services have great impact
on the world. The aim of the current study is to examine the role
of Internet of Things as a new technology in the libraries and ed-
ucational centers. Since new technologies have increased user ex-
pectations from library services, so librarians should aware of the
various aspects of IOT in libraries and services. They also should
be trained about security issues of IOT in libraries and users’
lifestyle. The IOT will continue to affect libraries and their ser-
vices through building, collection management, instruction, data
security, and information literacy and so on. This study also tries
to introduce readers with new technologies applied to IOT that
can help libraries to improve their services and increase users’
satisfaction.

Conclusion

This study attempted to examine the role of IOT technology in Academic library services.
Recent studies showed that IOT as a new generation of technologies has a great impact on
different aspects of industrial departments as well as libraries. Due to the importance of library
services, we tried to examine the function of IOT technologies in this field. In this paper we
presented the role of IOT in optimizing library services and proposed a model for using IOT-based
devices in library reference section. We have also tried to present the Weaknesses and strengths
of this new technology for libraries. Future libraries will be equipped with new technologies and
networking devices as soon as possible. Therefore, it will be essential for users and librarians
have sufficient knowledge about IOT technologies.
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Purpose: the current research aimed to compare the effectiveness
of various tags and codes for retrieving images from the Google.

Conclusion

From the findings of the study, it is more important to know that image annotations in
English and Persian have had the most impact on image retrieval frequencies. Thus, uploading
images on websites and weblogs with such points keeping in mind would contribute into more
image retrieval in Google. This finding is important regarding effective mechanisms to improve
image indexing and retrieval on online environments. Based on the findings, in order for images
to be indexed better, as Norouzi and Homavandi (2018) just recently said, it is suggested that
text-based descriptions could be assigned to image title, associated text, and available metadata.
Also, for better search and retrieval in web image search engines, especially Google, use of
associated texts for images is suggested. Users, corporations, and associations that upload their
images on the web should assign some descriptions to images, image title, image annotation, and
image format. Finally, image websites and databases should inform users about the importance
of image tags and provide them with the possibility of tagging images by themselves.
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Software modularization is used as one of the stages of reverse en-
gineering to understand a software system. The purpose of modu-
larization is to decompose a software system from the source code
into meaningful and understandable subsystems (modules). Since
modularization of a software system is an NP-hard problem, the
modularization quality obtained using evolutionary algorithms is
more logical than greedy algorithms. All evolutionary algorithms
in the field of software modularization only consider structural
features that are dependent on the syntax of programming lan-
guages. Due to the fact that for most programming languages,
there is no tool to extract structural features so it is not possi-
ble to modularize them. To overcome this problem, this paper
presents a new objective function, taken into account structural
and non-structural features. To modularize the software system
with structural and non-structural features, three algorithms have
been applied: genetic algorithm with two encodings (Bunch and
DAGC), and estimation of distribution algorithm. Our results on
Mozilla Firefox, as a large-scale software system, showed that the
use of the distribution estimation algorithm is better than the rest
of the algorithms in software system modularization.

Conclusion

In this paper, a multi-objective fitness function is presented that can consider both struc-
tural and non-structural features. The modularization of the structural feature based on the
dependency graph and the non-structural features from the code comment, the class name and
inheritance relationships and a combination of all of these features are explained. To simplify
the interpretation of information, the dimensionality reduction features is applied. Due to the
NP-hardness of the modularization problem, to modularize using these features, three algorithms
have been developed: genetic algorithms (Bunch’s encoding) and (DAGC’s encoding), distribu-
tion estimation algorithm. The results of the proposed algorithms are evaluated in terms of
Mojo. The results of the evaluations indicate that the distribution estimation algorithm is close
to the expert modularization. Also, we evaluated the algorithms in terms of convergence and
stability and tested by T-test. Using these evaluations and the slight differences between the
features, it is observed that in the absence of structural features, non-structural features could
be used and among the non-structural features, it is concluded that the code features could be
a better alternative in the absence of structural features.
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Cloud computing paradigm provides on-demand web access to
the computing resources through virtualization. Users can lease
the resources instead of owning the expensive resources and get
rid of the troubles for the maintenance of equipment. This leads
to transforming the resources to cloud environments and clari-
fies the importance of resource provisioning issue for cloud service
providers. The problem of resource allocation for requested ser-
vices reduces to how to place the virtual machines on physical
hosts in infrastructure as a service cloud model. Optimal per-
formance of this process must guarantee the quality of service as
mentioned in the service level agreement contract. In this paper,
an architecture of modeling of the performance of a cloud data
center is proposed using the birth-death process of the queueing
system. We assume that jobs arrive in the system, according to
the Poisson process and their service times are exponentially dis-
tributed. The load of the data center can be kept optimal while
the number of hosts that are in running state will be minimum
in this model. A new host will be added when the utilization of
current host reaches the predefined threshold and a host will be
released while the utilization of the host decreases so much that
it can be eliminated from active hosts list. We have presented
numerical results for a sampled system.

Conclusion

This paper presented a new model of resource provisioning for clients service requests in terms
of virtual machines that dynamically handles the required hosts to be working or not. In this
architecture, specific thresholds can be defined for when the new host must be applied or the
working host must be left out of work. This guarantees QoS factor of SLA contract that may
be expressed as a delay and optimum low and high thresholds can be applied. As a result, the
minimum number of hosts can be used for cloud service delivery that can play an important role
for cost reduction for both users and cloud service providers and constructing green energy based
data centers from eco-system point of view.
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Wireless sensor networks, have the task of sensing, aggregation,
and combination of information and sending to the station. One
of the necessary requirements of these networks is to have energy
- saving. Network nodes contain limited energy resources and
reduce energy consumption to increase network lifetime from the
most critical challenges in wireless sensor networks. Therefore
one of the most important issues in these networks is the issue of
intensive energy and optimal energy management. In this process,
how to transmit data to the base station and then to the end - user
is a highly challenging issue that has attracted the attention of
many researchers This paper investigates the methods of reducing
energy consumption in wireless sensor networks and the clustering
algorithms, grid - based and load balancing are investigated. In
the end, the proposed algorithms are evaluated and compared.

Conclusion

This paper investigates the methods and algorithms in order to reduce energy consumption.
Cluster head selection methods are described as an effective factor in energy consumption and
the newest methods of cluster development and data transmission method. The lifetime of the
wireless sensor network can be improved by limiting the number and size of the messages sent
via the network. The result of the paper was that the proposed methods and methods were
investigated and improved by limiting the number and size of messages sent via the network
lifetime
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The present study sought to shed light on the process of selection
and scheduling a number of research and development projects
for a power company in Iran. The cost and time required for
fulfilling the projects are defined and assumed to be determinis-
tic. The dependency relationship among the tasks is of finish-to-
start type and prevails among all project tasks. Apparently, the
power company is not able to conduct all research projects during
the research future plan due to the research budget limitation;
therefore, the company is obliged to select from among existing
projects. Still, another limitation originated from the company’s
objective in scheduling the project tasks in terms of priority. Con-
sequently, the double-faced problem of selection of projects and
scheduling them form the central focus of this study. The source
of uncertainty in this model originates from the random data on
available budget. In this respect, a set of scenarios is generated
on these parameters, according to which a scenario tree is con-
structed and the problem is solved by applying a scenario tree
reduction algorithm due to computational complexities.

Conclusion

The major objective of this study was to develop a multistage stochastic programming model
for project selection and scheduling decisions in response to uncertainties. The study, therefore,
was concerned with the case of a company manager who decided on the long-term project selection
and scheduling under uncertainties. It is worth mentioning that the double-faced problem of
project selection and scheduling exerts significant effects on company’s future revenue. The
problem was formulated and solved by multistage stochastic programs. These programs assumed
that the resources of projects were limited as well as renewable, and that the objective was to
maximize the present value of the company’s projects. The source of uncertainty in this model
was related to the random data on costs and revenues, available budget and the chance of
success; therefore, a set of scenarios was generated on these parameters according to this set. A
scenario tree was constructed and due to the computational complexity, the problem was solved
by applying a scenario tree reduction algorithm. The case study of the research focused on the
illustration of selection and scheduling processes for strategic research and development (R&D)
projects belonging to a power company in Iran. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm was
validated by the numerical results of the case study.
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In recent years, researches in motion mining and correct tracking
without error in the proper time have been highly important. This
paper presents a new model for motion mining using a combina-
tion of data tracker-level strategies and then utilizes an additional
layer as a tracker-level fusion to achieve the best results at the sur-
face. In fact, in this model, fusion at tracker level models such as
a black box that its output will be achieved by combining differ-
ent algorithms and images features. In comparison with the other
existing models, the most important advantages of this model are
acceptable speed and accuracy for tracking in the higher layers.

Conclusion

This Motion mining tracks objects to extract useful patterns. The process analyze unknown
important moving objects from the image data set using rule-based approach to detect or predict
the semantic structure of a path without collision.
Architecture of motion mining includes three layers: collection and cleaning, mining and visual-
ization layer. In the first layer, data are collected and cleaned for the next phases. In the mining
layer, some operations are performed to track and predict the future path of moving objects. In
the visualization layer, the results that are explored in mining layer are checked and then these
results will be ready to use by applications.
In this paper, two strategies are combined in series and parallel data fusion strategies simultane-
ously. In addition, this way results in saving time and choosing the best possible result of data
fusion strategies. Finding the best results increase the speed and quality in an accurate feature
for the mining layer. It also increases the accuracy of the output of mining layer.
We propose starting the work in the mining model. According to the features of the input frame,
a decision tree is used to select tracking algorithms in each tracker. This decision tree is built
based on previous experiences and with helping an expert. The results of mining layer’s oper-
ations can be used to update the decision tree. We predict that using decision tree increases
accuracy in tracking, and ultimately increases quality and speed of finding the future trajectories.
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The purpose of this research is to map and analyze a collaborative
network of researchers in the field of traditional medicine Based
on centrality indicators. The present study is of applied type
implemented with a scientometric approach. Articles related to
the search were retrieved from the PubMed website by searching
the phrase ”traditional medicine” in the subject heading ”mesh”
in the field of traditional medicine during 2008-2017. For plot-
ting and analyzing the co-authorship network of the articles, the
UCInet software and its complementary package, namely Net-
Draw, were used while the Pre- map software was employed to
provide a co-authorship matrix. The review on the authors’ per-
formance showed that WANG J, WANG Y, and LI obtained the
highest ranks in production index with 120, 108, and 80 articles,
respectively. The review of the author’s co-authorship network
also revealed that WANG Y (5.304) and WANG J (3.335) enjoy a
good position in the network in terms of betweenness index. Ac-
cording to the ranking index, WANG Y (12.332) and LI (9.838)
are closest with other network nodes. The growth of scientific pro-
duction in traditional medicine area in the years 2015 and 2011
was ascending while the trend was descending in the years 2016-
2017.

Conclusion

The results suggested that the co-authorship network in traditional medicine area is composed of
a total of 103 nodes which are connected through 2,668 links (co-authorships). In a co-authorship
network, the degree centrality for each individual will represent the number of co-authorships
that individual has had with others in the network. The results by the analysis of degree cen-
trality reveal that WANG Y, LI, WANG, LI have the highest degree centralities, respectively.
They have actively contributed in co-authorship network of traditional medicine and have been
co-authors with traditional medicine experts more than any others. Co-authorship has a good
degree in terms of quantity of relationship and that is why it has more individuals around and
therefore, has vaster options ahead.Those with high centrality grades have more opportunities
and alternatives than other factors which is in conformity with conclusions drawn by Hart.These
factors have more nodes and more opportunities because they have more options.
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Social networks are now an inseparable part of our life, each of us
use social network for a special purposes from social interaction
to marketing. One of the flourishing aspects of social networks
is scientific social networks; users of these networks try to make
public profiles, attach publications there, ask their questions and
find new collaborators for future work. Having been considered
for the last several decades in the data management field, recom-
mending systems has also attracted a great deal of attention in
computer science, and after the emergence of on-line social net-
works collaboration, suggestions for its use became an inseparable
dimension of these young networks. In this paper some of the
most popular and creative social networks have been considered,
all of the useful features have been identified and compared, and
finally the limitations of considered systems in providing direct
collaborator recommendation has been discussed.

Conclusion

In this work, different features and facilities for on-line collaborator recommending systems
have been studied. For this purpose, some of the academic and scientific social networks based
on popularity and creativity have been selected including ResearchGate, Academia, Mendely,
LinkedIn, and Aminer. Finally all useful features and facilities in social networks for suggesting
collaborators are collected. Considering and comparing all the features and facilities shows
ResearchGate has better and more useful facilities and features, however, not only ResearchGate
but also all the other networks do not have any direct and user-specific option for collaborator
recommendation. The authors in their future works will try to provide a theoretical framework
for implementing collaborator detection system in on-line social networks.
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Data confidentiality is a major concern in cloud outsourcing sce-
narios due to the untrustworthiness of the cloud service providers.
In this short paper, we propose a lightweight additive homomor-
phic scheme inspired by Shamir’s secret sharing scheme to pre-
serve the privacy of outsourced data. We split sensitive values
into several meaningless splits and store them at a cloud service
provider. Then, we extend the proposed scheme to preserve order-
ing and support different kinds of queries. The proposed schemes
are extended with respect to the Paillier’s cryptosystem which is
a widely used scheme in the literature. We will deeply look at
efficiency issues without sacrificing data privacy. The key con-
tribution of our work is order-preserving property over our addi-
tive homomorphic scheme that improves the practicality of our
schemes.

Conclusion

In this short paper, we proposed the initial idea of new additive homomorphic schemes for
outsourcing data to the cloud. Whilst preserving data privacy, the proposed schemes
significantly reduce storage and computation overhead, which is the main objective of cloud
outsourcing. We are in the process of experimental evaluation of the proposed schemes. We will
evaluate the efficiency and performance of our schemes by assessing the overhead and quantifying
query processing ability, storage and computational costs at the SP’s and the user’s. We also
plan to improve the security of our schemes against a more powerful adversary model, CPA.
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Information is one of the main and fundamental factors of social-
economic development in every country, and its importance in
countries’ growth is obvious to everyone. In this condition, univer-
sities are the pioneers of progress and development of the research
and production of knowledge, and university libraries have an im-
portant role in this case and are considered the main providers
of the information. University libraries are established in the mi-
lieu of universities, colleges and similar educational institutions
play an important role at the dissemination of information and
knowledge. Concerning the importance of the role and position
of academic libraries, paying attention to the improvement of
managerial functions and function of organizational units are se-
riously necessary. Due to the same reason, enabling university li-
braries are taken into consideration in various aspects. One factor
that plays an important role in the success of academic libraries
is its organizational compatibility with needs and environmen-
tal changes in order to be able to meet the University’s goals in
today’s turbulent world. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to
identify the components of information technology (IT) and its
effects on organizational structure and managerial functions at
the libraries of Shiraz University.

Conclusion

The results show that IT development influences on organizational structure and especially
has a significant relationship with reduction of centralization in organization. But the rela-
tionship between IT development and improvement of managerial functions was not confirmed.
Generally, IT development at Shiraz University libraries has had the most influences on reduction
of centralization, training and empowerment of the staff and improvement of communications.
Also, any relationship between IT and functions of performance evaluation and selection of hu-
man sources was not found. It can be said that this study has contributed to the research into
identify the components of information technology (IT) and its effects on organizational struc-
ture and managerial functions.
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Mobile ad hoc networks are characterized by multi- hop wireless
links, absence of any cellular infrastructure, and frequent host mo-
bility. Design of efficient routing protocols in such networks is a
challenging issue”. A class of routing protocols called on-demand
protocols have recently attained more attention as compared to
proactive routing protocols because of their low routing overhead
due to their abilities and efficiency. The on- demand protocols
depend on query floods to discover routes whenever a new route
is needed. Such floods take up a substantial portion of network
bandwidth. This paper focuses on a particular on demand proto-
col, called Dynamic Source Routing, and shows how intelligent use
of multipath techniques can reduce the frequency of query floods.
By incorporating the multipath routing approach into DSR pro-
tocol and modifying the control messages and data structures of
DSR protocol, the routing overhead and normalized routing load
is reduced through the route discovery process. The simulation re-
sult shows that the developed protocol RMDSR outperforms DSR
protocol in terms of routing overhead and normalized routing load.

Conclusion

This paper is proposed a new multipath routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks namely,
Reliable Multipath Dynamic Source Routing Protocol (RMDSR), which is based on DSR pro-
tocol. RMDSR extends the route discovery mechanism of DSR protocol to deal with multipath
routing approach. RMDSR enhances the performance of the route discovery by reducing the
control messages during the selection of node disjoint routes from the destination node. To do
this, RMDSR is modified the multi- path routing approach, control messages of DSR, and the
data structures of DSR protocol. The simulation result shows that the RMDSR protocol out-
perform DSR proto- col in terms of the routing overhead and normalized routing load.
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Today, electric energy plays a key role in people’s lives despite
the availability of many technologies. Most equipment and devices
around us are powered by electricity, yet electricity cannot be stored.
On the other hand, even a short shortage of electricity may cause
irreversible disruptions. To optimally distribute electricity across
the country and control the customers’ consumption, electricity is
transmit-ted to the grid management, and thereafter it is transmit-
ted to the Electricity Distribution Company to be provided to the
customers. The Electricity Distribution Company is in charge of
serving the industrial and residential customers. Hence, it must pur-
chase the energy required per day from the grid management and
dis-tribute it among the customers. The purchase of the adequate
volume of energy calls for precise examinations and forecasts, be-
cause over-purchase causes loss to the Electricity Distribution Com-
pany. Under-purchase, on the other hand, also results in blackouts
in some parts of the city, resulting in customer dissatisfaction or
disruptions. The present research was an attempt to use the data
mining techniques and the past data to improve the precision of the
predicted consumption load. The results from the application of the
aforementioned techniques are presented at the end of the paper.

Conclusion

The overarching goal of this paper was to forecast and increase the forecasting precision. It
was also an attempt to obtain more realistic model precision and use these models in practice
to control the customers’ consumption patterns. The speed of model development using the
tree structure was extremely higher than the neural network models. With M5P, the model was
developed quickly and displayed the highest precision by improving the performance accuracy.
The final assessments revealed that the weather data had the highest effect on the prediction
accuracy. This important parameter explained approximately 85% of the prediction accuracy.
Following weather, temperature, and humidity, the holidays and calendar day’s parameter was
the second most effective parameter, explaining approximately 7% of the prediction accuracy.
Other parameters such as population growth, wind speed, and day type had insignificant effects
on the outcome. However, the important factor preventing the omission of these parameters
was their overall effect on the better description of the incidents occurring during a day. Future
research may, therefore, address the parameters influencing the customers’ consumption, which
necessitates precise examinations and trial and error experiments for determining the effects of
the new parameters
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Agriculture and poultry are the backbones of any country’s econ-
omy indeed; there is a strong correlation between agricultural
growth and economic prosperity. In fact, from last few years, the
chicken production had increased as standardized farming man-
aging and best industrial practices. Backing to agricultural pro-
duce survey, chicken is the best favorite food, as it provides low
cholesterol, low fat, rich protein, and low energy compared with
another type of poultries. This paper highlighted the smart con-
trol system (intelligent farm) with their types such as Zigbee,
Raspberry Pi, and the integration of wireless sensors and GPRS.
These types have been designed in order to control automatically
monitor environment limitations in a poultry farm. Finally, the
previous techniques and strategies for smart control system have
been compared in a table with their drawbacks.

Conclusion

In this paper, the details presented for a smart control system for poultry farm with their
factors and discussed the drawbacks of the previous techniques that are used in the smart control
systems. This paper is observed that there is a need for enhancing the performance regarding
the smart control system and we concluded that the temperatures, humidifies, ammonia levels
and light intensities are the most important factors on the health of the fowl. The health of the
poetry is very important to keep a good production of the farm and the reduction of the power of
the control system is helping to reduce the overall cost of production. The air flow temperature
through the farm is important beside the relative humidity and Ammonia level that act on the
effective growth of the birds.
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In this paper, a computational investigation of novel compounds
containing bithiazole rings have been done with the B3LYP
method employing the 6-311G**basis set. The calculated results
propose that the latter is more accurate to the experimental data.
The structural parameters from the theory are close to those of the
crystal, and the computational frequencies are in agreement with
the experimental data. All the electronic structure calculations
were carried out using GAUSSIAN 98.

Conclusion

New bithiazole compound (1) was synthesized and characterized. Geometry optimization of
novel compound containing bithiazole rings have been done with the B3LYP method employing
the 6-311G**basis set. The calculated results propose that the latter is more accurate to the
experimental data. The structural parameters from the theory are close to those of the crystal,
and the computational parameters are in agreement with the experimental data. Computational
investigation of bithiazole compound making use of this method, is a novel approach in the
literature.
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Load balancing, resource allocation management, and scheduling
tasks are the most important challenges in cloud computing. Load
balancing is performed at virtual machine level in data centers,
while scheduling and allocation of resources are applied on the
hosts and virtual machines, respectively. Therefore, the process
of allocation of resources to virtual machines in cloud computing
and maintaining the load balanced are performed using dragonfly
optimization algorithm in this research. The proposed method
consists of initializing the algorithm, determining the number of
virtual machines and the number of tasks, implementing the drag-
onfly optimization algorithm, allocating resources, and scheduling
the tasks by maintaining the load balanced on virtual machines.
Compared to other methods, improvement of the dragonfly al-
gorithm is approximately 1.34 times more at execution time, 20
milliseconds faster at response time to requests and 6% improve-
ment in term of number of migrations.

Conclusion

In this research, we have examined various criteria for assessing the efficiency and effective-
ness of the dragonfly optimization algorithm, which are: execution time, response time, number
of migratory tasks and load balancing. After finishing the simulation of the method proposed in
this study, the following results were obtained that execution time of the dragonfly algorithm is
approximately 1.34 times more than other methods. The response time to requests in the drag-
onfly algorithm is approximately 20 milliseconds compared to other methods and from running
the algorithm proposed it’s observed 6 percent improved.
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Today, data generated massive, in extreme rates of speed and
varies. Besides development of the Internet and social networks,
electronic device, sensors and even turbines generate several gi-
gabytes of data each day. In most applications, the relational
database management systems (RDBMS) are responsible for stor-
ing and managing these data. But these databases cannot handle
this volume of data efficiently due to architectural issues. So,
other suitable databases should be replaced to meet the needs of
storing and quick accessing to massive data. In the last few years,
another class of database management systems called NoSQL are
growing in popularity for managing the huge amount of data. This
class of data-bases can handle a large amount of data and increase
the speed of access to data. In this paper, we will describe the
NoSQL databases and become familiar with the structure of Cas-
sandra, a well-known NoSQL database, and finally, we com-pare
its performance with the MySQL relational database and present
experimental result.

Conclusion

We presented a general overview of the Cassandra structure, such as the distribution of data
and queries in this paper. Cassandra has a column family architecture that is appropriate for
time series data. This is clearly seen in the comparison between this database and MySQL
using Java language and weather station data. We also did not use the Cassandra distribution
feature in this experiment, which can boost its performance. We compare the performance of
two databases on one machine. As future work, this feature of Cassandra can be considered. We
also will evaluate other data models using the properties of this database and make comparisons
with other NoSQL databases. We want to compare Cassandra’s behavior to connecting multiple
clients with a relational database.
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Increased demand for public cloud resources has created signifi-
cant interactions between price, efficiency and reliability. With
spot instances, Amazon has offered cheap resources without reli-
ability on resources. In general, these instances reduce the mone-
tary costs for cloud users, but its pricing features have not been
discovered and reported yet. In this research, first, we perform
a comprehensive analysis on the spot instances based on a 10-
month history of prices. Then, based on the Bayesian method, a
model is suggested for predicting the next hour price. The results
of the modeling show that the average of the differences between
the prices obtained by the model and the actual prices is small
and insignificant. The Bayesian method creates more ordered re-
sulting prices, and in cases where the original prices have outlier
instances. That fact that the price resulting from the proposed
model is close to the original prices shows that unlike previous
research results, it is most likely that Amazon uses a reasonable
pricing method and its pricing approach is not unfair.

Conclusion

According to what was predicted by investigating the real prices graphs, mostly it is probable
that the spot prices are not determined based on demand and offer and the results of the sug-
gested model also proved this predication more. In suggested model by using Bayesian method,
satisfactory results are obtained that are the same of the real prices or close to them. So Bayesian
method can be a good option for determining the spot prices of Amazon. Therefore, the only
way of evaluation of prices in terms of being balance is that these prices are not presented by
chance and there is special logic or method for presenting these prices. (Bayesian method can
be a method for presenting prices).
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IOT is used very extensively in everyday affairs. A category of
IOT in industrial uses is called Industrial IOT. Industrial IOT
has a bright outlook for the future. One of the most important
branches of Industrial IOT is health sector. In this network, pa-
tients’ information is regularly sent to the control centers, so that
the patient’s health is not compromised. Like all networks, this
network needs a security section to be secure against various at-
tacks. One of the attacks disrupting this network is the black hole
attack. The paper presented a fuzzy method for controlling the
black hole attack, with the simulation results showing the good
performance of the proposed method.

Conclusion

The health care industry requires specialized advancements in WSNs and IOT programs to
provide for future requests and the needs of patients and medical staff. These requests can
be met by most IOT medical systems, but it is noteworthy that most current systems do not
provide adequate security for data. DoS attack on data routing can have a significant effect on
medical WSN systems. In this paper, an approach is proposed to suggest a procedure that can
avoid black hole attacks and enhance security. The proposed method operates based on fuzzy
logic and the parameters of the number of data sent, the time of sending data and the energy
consumption of the nodes. In this system, the parameters described are for the input of the
proposed fuzzy logic and are identified by the output of the fuzzy system of attacked nodes. The
proposed method was compared with another method, and it is seen, in the figure below, how
much the proposed method has been improved.
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In this paper we have presented the results of an Internet of Things
(IoT) is based experimental study from the area of agriculture.
IoT is one of the promising technologies which can be used for
connecting, controlling and managing intelligent objects which are
connected to the Internet using various protocols and means. This
paper discusses about IoT and how it can be used for realizing
smart greenhouse parameters monitoring system . There are a lot
of benefits of using an automatic system, for example less work or
most important the users can check their own investments from
their house by PC or Smartphone. Another important advantage
is the possibility to store data into a Database. This can make
the difference between gaining or losing money. The study pro-
poses a design for greenhouse automation system using ready-to-
use, cost effective and energy efficient devices including raspberry
pi, Arduino microcontrollers and different kinds of sensors which
are used to measure greenhouses’ temperature, humidity and soil
moisture.

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the results of an IOT based experimental study from the area
of agriculture. Agriculture projects even in urban areas are on a rise in recent times, in unique
forms. Technological progress makes the agricultural sector grow high, which here is made by
the IOT. The IOT will dramatically change way we live our daily lives and what information is
stored about us. The designed system allows precise position real time measurements and data
transmission from the greenhouse to the interested farmer. This smart system proves to be a
useful system as it designed for significantly improve the annual crop productivity of a greenhouse
without additional use of water and energy. Furthermore, the long term collected data can be
used by agriculture specialists to create more specific timetables and directions for growing
specific crops. Use of this system ensures better farming for the use. From the communication
point of view, the suggested system provides a one-way flow of information – from the greenhouse
to the end user. This paper is a basic idea of the research regarding greenhouse but still there is
a lot more to be explored technologically.
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In this paper, after the implicit familiarity with malicious instruc-
tions called SQL Database, it has been tried to introduce mul-
tiple - way works to prevent infiltration into the Database. Us-
ing some innovative ideas and combining some algorithms, it has
been tried to close the influence of penetration and seek to dis-
play the information of the database to the destructive person.
An example of a Web scenario is given in PHP, and ways to pen-
etrate it are displayed through an SQL attack, and then using
reverse engineering to address the Attacker ’s goals, it is designed
to capture the remaining traces of the attacker in order to take
the necessary measures to capture or prevent the attacker from
entering into an Attacker ’s IP address.

Conclusion

this article attempts to introduce the reader to the concept of SQL Injection and discuss the
various methods of attacking and threatening the attackers in this way to the website. Also,
with the implementation of codes through the PHP language, we have attempted to turn the
penetration into practice into a dead end and bring the reader to this level of knowledge, which
can, with a brief examination of what has been discussed, secure his website. To ensure such
risks.
As a result of all the topics discussed, it is hoped that there will be little help in improving the
level of security of programmers.
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Steganography algorithm is kind of camouflage that allows to em-
bed the encrypted data into cover media (e.g. Text, image, audio,
video, etc.) to generate stego-media. The high-dimensionality of
image data with small number of samples has presented a difficult
challenge for the steganalysis task. Several methods have been
presented to improve the steganalysis performance by feature se-
lection. Feature selection, also known as variable selection, is one
of the fundamental problems in the fields of machine learning,
pattern recognition and statistics. The aim of feature selection is
to reduce the dimensionality of image data in order to enhance the
accuracy of Steganalysis task. In this paper, we have proposed a
new neural network-based blind steganalysis method for detect-
ing stego images from the cover images in JPEG images using a
feature selection technique based on community detection. The
experimental results show that the proposed approach is easy to
be employed for steganalysis purposes. Moreover, performance
of proposed method is better than several recent and well-known
feature selection-based Image steganalysis methods.

Conclusion

In Image steganalysis problems, an image usually involves a large number of features, often
including relevant, irrelevant and redundant features. However, irrelevant and redundant features
are not useful for steganalysis and they may even reduce the performance due to the large search
space. In this paper, novel graph-based-feature selection methods were proposed based on the
feature clustering by analyzing the relevance and redundancy of features. The proposed methods
combined the efficiency of the filter model with the advantages of the graph representation.
Moreover, a term variance criteria is used to consider the dependencies between subsets of features
which enhanced the quality of the found solution. To show the usefulness of the proposed
algorithm, and compare with well-known feature selection methods, three sets of experiments
were carried out using both SPAM and CC-PEV data set of features in Image steganalysis.
Experimental results show that proposed method is significantly superior to the existing methods
over different classifiers and datasets.
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Wireless sensor networks include a large number of small sensor
nodes that sensitize the environment and post-processing sensory
information to be sent wirelessly to the base station. Due to the
fact that the supply of energy from sensors through limited battery
power will limit the lifetime of these sensors. Therefore, energy
limitation and network lifetime are one of the most important
challenges in this type of network. The method by which the
cluster selection by the base station and then by constructing the
routing tree to direct the packets to the destination maximizes
the life span of the network and reduces energy consumption. To
benefit from the effectiveness of cluster-based routing algorithms,
the new clustering algorithm has been proposed using hierarchical
clustering based on energy and using clustering of sensor nodes to
enhance the lifespan of wireless sensor networks.

Conclusion

To benefit from the effectiveness of cluster-based routing algorithms, the new clustering al-
gorithm has been proposed using hierarchical clustering based on energy and using clustering
of sensor nodes to enhance the lifespan of wireless sensor networks. The motivation to create
the proposed method, the neglect of previous clustering algorithms to the node energy level,
was the main parameter for network cluster formation. The present research effort has been to
improve the traditional clustering (location-based clustering) approach, in order to achieve the
main goal of wireless sensor networks, namely, increasing network lifetime while maintaining
network coverage, an integrated approach for location-based clustering Make Our belief in the
new algorithm is that energy-based clustering can create clusters with the same energy level
and distribute energy efficiently across all nodes in the network. The evaluation of the proposed
method and its comparison with other previously presented algorithms showed that the proposed
method has a good performance in optimizing energy consumption in the sensor network.
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Cloud computing has dramatically changed the IT landscape by
providing some of the major benefits to IT users. By 2020, 50 bil-
lion objects will be connected to the Internet. By connecting more
and more devices, sensitive applications are facing serious delayed
problems. Cloud computing cannot meet the needs of mobility
support and site awareness. To overcome these problems, a new
paradigm called the Fog computing (in Fog) was proposed in 2012.
In this paper, introducing fog computing and edge computing is
presented as overviews.

Conclusion

The use of cloud computing has become widespread, and with the growth of the Internet, ob-
jects hastened this process faster. But despite the efforts to strengthen the Internet applications
of objects using the cloud computing power, due to the inherent problems of cloud computing,
there are still unresolved issues in these programs are there. It can be concluded that the num-
ber of objects on the edge of the network will reach more than billions in the next few years.
Therefore, the raw data generated by them will be huge, and the usual cloud computing is not
efficient enough to handle these data. Fog’s computing is a paradigm that expands cloud com-
puting by sending services to network edges. The fog computing connect the data to the level
of the network’s local area network architecture, processing data in a fog node or IoT gateway.
First, the electrical signals from objects traditionally connect to the input / output points of the
automation controller (PLC or PAC). The data is then sent from the control system to the OPC
server or protocol gateway that converts the data into an Internet protocol system. The data are
then sent to another system, such as the IOT node or gateway on the network, which collects
the data, and processes and analyzes a high level. This system stores filters, analyzes, processes,
and fog even store data for transmission to the cloud or WAN at a later date.
The edge computing simplify this link chain and reduce the potential points of failure. Smart
PACs with edge computing capabilities Collect, analyze, and process data from the physical
assets they connect to at the same time. The PACs, then use the ability to calculate the edge
to determine what information should be stored locally or sent to the cloud for further analysis.
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